A P R O F ES S I O N A L G R O W T H M O DU L E:

Time Management Skills
Instructions for the Learner
We hope you enjoy this Inservice, prepared especially for nursing assistants
like you. You work very hard, and we appreciate the effort you make to
complete these educational materials. It shows your desire to continue
learning and growing in your profession!
After finishing this inservice, you will be able to:
• List the benefits of learning time management skills.
• Discuss at least three major time wasters.
• Describe at least three major ways to save time.
• Demonstrate time saving techniques in your daily work.
If you are studying the inservice on your own, please:
• Read through all the attached materials. You may find it useful to have a
highlighting marker nearby as you read. Highlight any information that is
new to you or that you feel is especially important.
• If you have questions about anything you read, please ask
______________________________________.
• Take the quiz. Think about each statement and circle the best answer.
• Check with your supervisor for the right answers. You pass the quiz with at
least six correct answers! Print your name, write in the date, and then sign
your name.
• Keep the inservice information for yourself, and turn in the quiz page to
_______________________________________ no later than
_________________.
• Show your Inservice Club Membership Card to
______________________________________ so that it can be initialed.
THANK YOU!
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QUESTION: What do the President of the United States, a housewife, a
lawyer and a nursing assistant all have in common? ANSWER: They all
have twenty-four hours in each and every one of their days. So why do
some people seem to be able to get their work
done with time to spare and others seem to
rush through their day and still end up not
finishing their work?
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Consider the results of a recent survey:
•

31% of Americans say they don’t spend
enough time with their families.

•

66% say they don’t have enough free
time.

•

38% of Americans are cutting back on
sleep to have more time.

•

33% say they don’t finish their work every
day.

•

21% don’t have time for fun anymore.

S P E C IA L PO I NT S
O F I NT E R E S T :
TIME MANAGEMENT: It’s not
the hours you put in, it’s what
you put in the hours!

In the U. S., people are living longer than they used to, yet many are
enjoying it less because they feel pressed for time. One reason could be
the way they manage their time. How about you? Do you ever feel
stressed out—with too much to do and not enough time? This inservice
will spell out some basic time management skills that can help.

• Trying to be perfect can be
a time waster. (See page
4.)
• What’s your time really
worth? (Check it out on
page 6.)
• Learn about “To Do” lists
and how to make them
work for you. (Look on
page 7.)

What's In It For You?
By using time management skills, you can:
•

Figure out what your personal and professional priorities are.

•

Get more done in less time—and enjoy doing it.

•

Avoid the distractions that waste your time.

•

Meet your goals and reduce your stress.

•

Get in control of your day and balance your work and leisure time.

•

Provide a higher quality of care to your clients.

© 1999 In the Know, Inc.
306 Brandermill Drive
Durham, NC 27713
877-809-5515
www.knowingmore.com
May be copied for use within each
physical location that purchases
membership in the Inservice Club.
Any other copying or distribution
is strictly prohibited.
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Truths About Time
• If you perform an activity for thirty minutes every day,
it will end up taking a solid year of your life.
• Have you ever said, “I’ll be with you in a jiffy”? Did
you know that a “jiffy” is an actual unit of time? It’s
the same as 1/100th of a second!
• If you add up all the TV
watched every year by the average American, it
would equal one straight month—day and night!
• Most children spend more time watching TV
by age six than they will talking to their fathers in
their whole lives.
• There are 31,557,600 seconds in a year.
• Over a lifetime, most people spend a total of 16 years working, 15 years
sleeping, 6 years watching TV and 3 years eating.
• More words are published every day than any person could read in a
lifetime.
• There is an actual law in Iowa that says that kisses may last for as much
as, but no more than, five minutes.
• Americans are spending more time at work now
than they did ten years ago...and much more time
than they did twenty years ago.
• When people waste time, it’s a choice they are
making. In high school, actor Robin Williams
wasted so much time that he was voted the “Least
Likely to Succeed.” But, look at him now!
• You’ll never be younger than you are right now!

In a lifetime, the
average American
drives enough miles
to work
to go
around
the world
six times.
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Wasting Time With Procrastination
Procrastination is when people put things off—especially things they don’t like to do. Many people
procrastinate until the very last minute and then end up with a huge job
on their hands. For example, have you ever put off doing required
paperwork and ended up having a huge pile to finish? Or, have you ever
waited to wash dishes until there were no more clean dishes at all?
There is a saying: Never put off until tomorrow what you can do today.
This is good advice, since procrastination is a real time waster—and a
bad habit. Here are some ways that people procrastinate:
•

Spending lots of time planning how to do something, but
never actually doing it.

Example: Susan spends so much time cutting out recipes and planning
what she wants to cook that she never has time to cook. She ends up
going out to eat instead—even though she can’t really afford it.

“It’s almost five o’clock. I’ll do it
tomorrow…”

Solution: Susan could set a time limit for her menu planning. She could schedule an hour every
weekend to look through recipes and plan meals for the week. Then, she should buy the
ingredients so that she has no excuse not to cook.
•

Avoiding boring tasks.

Example: Tom finds it really boring to fold his client’s laundry. He tends to put off the job, leaving
the laundry in a heap until it gets wrinkled. Family members have started to complain, so now his
supervisor is unhappy with him—all because of some laundry!
Solution: Tom could alternate boring tasks with ones that are more interesting. The interesting
tasks can be like a “reward” for completing the boring ones.
•

Putting off a task because it is unpleasant.

Example: Lydia finds it hard to get along with one of her clients, an elderly woman named Mrs.
Jones. She puts off taking care of Mrs. Jones until late in the day. But by then, both Lydia and her
client are tired. This means that it takes longer than it should to finish Mrs. Jones’ personal care
and the client is even grumpier than usual.
Solution: Lydia could ask Mrs. Jones what time of day she would like
her personal care—and then do it at that time. This might make Mrs.
Jones easier to get along with. Or, Lydia can plan to do Mrs. Jones’ care
first thing in the morning. This way, Lydia’s least favorite task is
finished early in the day and she doesn’t have to worry about it all day.
•

Thinking they need a deadline to do their best work.

Procrastination can be
good at times. It’s best
to put off a task if you
don’t know how to do it

Example: Bill tends to work slowly every morning, taking several
breaks and taking time out to talk to coworkers. After lunch, when Bill
feels that time is running out, he speeds up, rushing through his work
to get it all done by the end of the day.

or if another task is more

Solution: Bill can set up “mini” deadlines for himself. He can divide
his work into fourths and tell himself that he needs to finish one fourth
by 10:00, another fourth by 12:00 and so on. Until this new way of
working becomes a habit, Bill could ask his supervisor or a coworker to
check if he’s meeting his mini deadlines.

your supervisor know

important to a client’s
well-being. Be sure to let
why you aren’t doing a
particular task.
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Wasting Time With Perfectionism
•

Perfectionism is the desire to be perfect all the time. As health care workers, it’s
important to do your best. Clients depend on you for quality care,
and sometimes it can mean life or death to them. So, trying to be
perfect in your work is not a bad thing, unless it “takes over” and
begins to waste your time.

Example: Marvin is an excellent nursing assistant who tries very hard to
be perfect in everything he does. Lately, he has become especially
worried about making a mistake and is taking longer and longer to finish
his work. For example, to get towels folded perfectly, he sometimes
unfolds and refolds them several times. To make sure his clients are
getting enough exercise, he walks them twice as far as the other nursing
assistants do. And, to make sure his documentation is perfect, he reads
over what he has written three times.
Trying to be perfect all the
time is an exhausting and
Solution: Marvin needs to do two things. First, he needs to have more
faith in his skills. He is an excellent nursing assistant and needs to have impossible task!
faith that he will do something right the first time. Second, Marvin needs
to set some priorities in his work. Instead of trying to be perfect in every task, he needs to decide
which ones are worth the time. For example, refolding towels until they are perfectly folded is a big
waste of time! Marvin should “save” his perfectionism for tasks that are really important.

HINT: Mistakes are opportunities for learning! No one can be perfect all the time.

Wasting Time With Interruptions
•

Interruptions in your day can cause you to waste a lot of time and keep you from
getting your work done on time. Remember, there will always be things that change the way
your day is going, such as:
•

Client accidents and emergencies.

•

New client assignments.

•

Staff meetings.

•

Picking up the slack for coworkers who are out sick.

•

Problems with equipment.

You need to learn how to manage these unpredictable events without letting them “screw up” your
whole day.
Example: Cynthia is a home health aide. When she gets to Mrs. Johnson’s house, she finds that the
client’s wheelchair is broken. Cynthia can’t get Mrs. Johnson out of bed without it. A family
member takes the chair to be fixed while Cynthia waits at the house for over two hours. Now,
Cynthia is really late for her other clients and has a hard time catching up.
Solution: The first thing Cynthia should have done is call her supervisor. Perhaps there is another
way to get the chair fixed besides having the family member gone for several hours. Or, if the client
is able to be left alone, Cynthia could visit another client or two and come back to Mrs. Johnson’s
house after the chair is fixed. If not, perhaps Cynthia’s supervisor can reassign some of her clients
to other aides.
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Other Time Wasters
•

Taking shortcuts can be a big waste of time. In fact, they can end up
causing tasks to take more time instead of less!

Example: Melinda wanted to save time during bath time so she was
using bar soap to wash her client’s hair. But, the bar soap caused her
client to develop a severely dry scalp. Now, Melinda has been ordered to
use a special shampoo every day and to brush her client’s hair with a
special brush. This process takes her twice as long as before.
Solution: Melinda could easily have set up her bath supplies so that the
regular shampoo was handy. Taking a few seconds to put down the bar
soap and squeeze out some regular shampoo would have saved her lots
of time in the end—and given her client better care.
•

A shortcut can end up being
the longest distance between
two points!

Bouncing from one task to another without really finishing
anything can eat up a lot of time. This often happens to people who
are easily distracted—often finding themselves going in two directions at once.

Example: Steve is a “bouncer”, constantly moving from task to task. But, he doesn’t really finish
anything. Steve gets bored very easily and is happy when a coworker or family member interrupts
his work. He likes to do things differently every day. His supervisor hasn’t really noticed the
problem because Steve always looks busy. But his coworkers end up having to help him finish his
work nearly every day.
Solution: Steve needs to set some basic goals—and stick to them. If he gets bored, he should ask
his supervisor if he can switch his client assignment or complete his tasks in a different order on
some days. Steve might benefit from a daily To Do list , checking tasks off as he completes them.
Steve needs to remember that staying busy is not the same as getting things done. His coworkers
shouldn’t help him if it means they can’t get their own work done. Steve needs to learn to complete
his own work.
•

A negative attitude can really waste time—and energy.

Example: Sheila doesn’t really like her supervisor. She spends a lot of
time trying to avoid her and when they do meet up, Sheila only pretends to
listen to what her boss has to say. Sheila uses up a lot of time every day
complaining to coworkers, clients and family members about her boss.
She ends up having to work late or goes home without finishing her work.
Sheila’s job is on the line.
Solution: Think of all the time Sheila is wasting on being negative. She
probably goes home and spends more time complaining to her family
about her boss. And, her negative attitude may end up getting her fired!
Sheila has two main choices: One, she can find another job with a
supervisor she likes. But, chances are, Sheila will take her negative attitude
with her to her next job. Or, two, Sheila can decide to change her attitude.
She could sit down with her supervisor and try to talk about what’s
bothering her. Or, she could stop focusing on her boss and pay more
attention to her clients and her work. Either way, she would probably end
up with a more positive attitude and with more control over her time.

If people have
negative attitudes,
they are choosing
to waste time and
energy feeling bad.
Isn’t it much better
to take control of
your day by
choosing to have a
positive attitude?
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What's Your Time Really Worth?
Do you know what your time at work is worth? Here’s an example:
Mary makes $6.00 an hour as a nursing assistant. She works eight hours
every day. So what is Mary’s time at work worth?
•

Every day is worth 48 dollars.

•

Every hour is worth 6 dollars.

•

Every minute is worth 10 cents.

Okay, so every minute Mary spends at work is worth 10 cents. Let’s say she
spends 15 minutes every day making personal phone calls. In a year, she will have spent $390.00
worth of time making those calls.
Or, what if Mary wastes 30 minutes every day by trying to be too perfect. In a year, this means she
will have wasted $780.00 worth of time.
Studies have shown that the average American actually works only 6 hours of each 8 hour day. The
rest of the time is wasted! Why? Those same studies say that people waste time because:
•

They are too tired to get through their work.

•

They get involved with personal matters at work.

•

They aren’t organized.

•

Or, they spend too much time socializing.
If Mary actually worked only 6 hours every day, that would mean that in a year,
she would waste $3,120.00. Let’s say that Mary has 25 coworkers who also
make $6.00/hour. If those coworkers also waste two hours every day, Mary’s
workplace will lose nearly $80,000.00 every year in wasted time!
Some people might say, “So what? My workplace makes lots of money. They
won’t miss $80,000.” But that would be wrong. The more money a workplace
loses, the less it has for employee raises or improving working conditions! So,
people who waste time at work are hurting themselves in the long run.

HINT: As you go through your work day, remember what each minute of your time is worth. To
make the most of your time, try asking yourself the following questions:
•

Do I know what is expected of me on the job?

•

Do I have all the tools I need to do my job?

•

Do I know who to go to if I need help with my work?

•

Do I know that I am doing a good job?

•

Am I using all of my strengths and skills?

•

Do I know what to do if I finish all my work before the end of the day?

To really manage your time well, you should be able to answer “yes” to all the
above questions. If you answer “no” to any of these questions, discuss the issue
with your supervisor.
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Saving Time By Setting Goals
•

People who set goals are able to see what they have done and are
able to feel proud of their accomplishments.

Example: Jill is a home health aide and has been having trouble
managing her time. She has to visit 6 clients every day and turn in her
paperwork on Fridays. She never seems to finish her work on time and
usually lets her paperwork slide all week. Then, she has to work late
every Friday to finish it. She’s feeling stressed and her husband is
complaining about her late Fridays.

Stick to your goals
no matter what!
Here’s someone who did.

Can you guess who it is?
•

He lost his job in 1832.

•

He failed in his own
business in 1833.

•

1835.
•

Solution: Jill needs to set some goals for herself. These goals might be:
•

He had a nervous
breakdown in 1836.

I will complete three client visits between 8 and 11:30 every
morning .

•

•

I will complete three client visits between 12:30 and 4 o’clock every
afternoon.

•

•

I will finish my paperwork for that day between 4 and 5 o’clock.

Then, if Jill has trouble finishing her three morning visits, she should ask
herself why. Was it a problem with the client, did she get caught in traffic
or did she just waste too much time? She can try to correct the problem
for her afternoon visits. And, she should stick to her goal of finishing her
paperwork each day—even if it means working late for a few minutes.
(It’s better to work 10 extra minutes every day than to have to work an
extra hour on Fridays!) By setting morning and afternoon goals for
herself, Jill will finish her work on time most days—and feel less stressed.

His sweetheart died in

He lost elections in 1843,
1848, 1854 and 1858.
He was elected President of
the United States in 1860.

Having goals helps you move
forward without wasting time.

Saving Time With "To Do" Lists
•

To Do lists are lists of tasks that need to be done in order to reach your goals. It’s a way of
organizing and planning your time so that you get important things done in a certain amount of
time. Think about this: Have you ever made a list of Christmas
presents you have to buy for friends and family? That’s a To Do list.
It’s a list of gifts you have to get by a certain time...before Christmas.
To Do lists can be great tools in your personal life and at work.

Example: Donald is a new nursing assistant and he has trouble knowing
what to do first at work. He ends up wasting time on minor tasks while
letting the important tasks slide.
Solution: Donald should sit down with his supervisor or an experienced
coworker. Together, they should make a list of all the tasks that Donald is
supposed to finish in one day. Then, they need to organize the list
according to what is most important (like client care) and what needs to
be done at a certain time (like passing out lunch trays). Once Donald has
learned the basics, he might want to make a To Do list every time his
client assignment changes.

The best thing about a To Do list
is being able to cross off a task
when it is finished! Most people
feel really good about themselves
when they cross the last item off
their list and throw it away!

Answer: Abraham Lincoln
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Saving TIme By Setting Priorities
A priority is something that is more important to you than anything else. For example, as a
healthcare worker, keeping your clients safe is a big priority. So is keeping your clients as healthy as
possible. Getting your work done on time is another priority. The
problem is, you can only have one top priority at a time!
Example: John works in an assisted living facility. John has three
different client issues happening at the same time:
•

Mrs. Smith is demanding that John help her find her glasses right
now!

•

Mr. Jones is walking in the hall and looks like he’s about to fall.

•

John sees Mr. Brown, a client with early Alzheimer’s Disease,
wandering down the hall, looking lost.

Solution: John can only have one top priority. What should it be? Of
course, his first priority is to go help Mr. Jones before he falls down. Once Setting priorities helps you finish
your most important tasks.
John has Mr. Jones settled and safe, what should his new top priority be?
He needs to check on Mr. Brown since he may be having trouble finding his apartment, and might
wander off. The least important thing is to find Mrs. Smith’s glasses—even though she seems to
think it’s an emergency. John will help her as soon as he can, but it can’t be his first priority!
HINT: Be sure you understand what your priorities are—and make sure that they match your
supervisor’s idea of what is most important. Each day at work, the order of your tasks may change
based on split second decisions you make about what is most important. Be prepared to make
those priority decisions—keeping your clients in mind at all times.

Saving TIme With the "Worst First" Strategy
It’s pretty common for people to put off tasks that they don’t like to do or that are especially
unpleasant. A great tip for saving time is to do these kinds of tasks first. It’s called the “worst first”
strategy. This means that you deal with those unpleasant tasks right away—instead of wasting time
worrying about them. Remember that unpleasant tasks often become more unpleasant the longer
you wait!
Example: Mabel is supposed to wake up one of her clients and turn him in bed every four hours.
She hates to do it because the client, Mr. Avery, is rather grumpy. Mabel puts it off, and usually
only turns him once in eight hours. Mr. Avery ends up with a bed sore. Now, Mabel has to turn him
every two hours! Her unpleasant task just got worse, and the client suffered for it.
Solution: Mabel should try the “worst first” strategy. By jumping right in
and turning Mr. Avery on schedule, she could avoid causing him a
painful bed sore and may find that the task isn’t that bad after all.
HINT: Try focusing on the results of an unpleasant task. For example,
Mabel could think about the positive results of turning Mr. Avery on
schedule: 1. Mr. Avery will be more comfortable in the long run. 2. She
will be helping Mr. Avery avoid skin breakdown. 3. She can feel proud of
a job well done.

Ask yourself: “What
will happen if I don’t
do this task now? Do I
really want to pay the
price of putting it off?”
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Saving Time With the 80/20 Rule
Have you ever heard of the 80/20 rule? It can be applied to many areas of life and work. In relation
to your job, it might go like this:
•

80% of your time will be taken up by 20% of your clients.

Example: Jerry is a home health aide. He sees 5 clients every day. Most
days, Jerry can almost count on the same one client taking up a big chunk of
his time.
Solution: Jerry learns to allow extra time for his visit to that one timeconsuming client.
•

80% of your time will be taken up by 20% of your tasks.

Example: Sherry works in a nursing home. She has ten main tasks that are
part of her job description. However, most days, she spends most of her
time on the same two tasks: personal care and helping her clients exercise.
Solution: Knowing which two tasks take the most time helps Sherry plan her
days and finish her work on time.
•

Remember...the 80/20 rule
is just a general idea that
can help you manage your
time. It’s not “written in
stone”.

80% of your job-related stress will come from the same 20% of your job.

Example: Bill works with ten other nursing assistants. He tries hard to be a team player and to get
along well with all his coworkers. But, Bill knows that if he has a problem with a coworker, it is
bound to happen with one of the same two people.
Solution: Bill can either avoid those two people or try to figure out why he has problems with them.
Perhaps if he talks to them, he can get to the root of the problem.

Saving Time With Five Minute Tasks
Have you ever thought to yourself, “Oh, there’s just five minutes till lunch. I can’t get anything
done in five minutes, so I’ll just go to lunch early.” Remember...it is possible to finish a quick task
or to get started on a big task—in just five minutes.
Example: Martha always quits working about 4:55 every day
because she wants to leave on time...and anyway, what can she get
done in 5 minutes? Yet, Martha tends to be behind in her
documentation, and has even gotten written up for it.
Solution: Martha could spend the last five minutes of every day
catching up on some of her documentation. Or, she could spend
those few minutes making a To Do list for the next day. She should
be sure to put “Catch up on my documentation” on her To Do list.
HINT: Think about the different things you could finish—or at least
get a start on—in five minutes. You might even want to keep a list
on a notecard in your pocket. That way, when you have five spare
minutes, you’ll know right away how to fill them. Those five
minutes of work add up and you’ll find yourself getting a lot done!

I N T HE KN OW
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Time Saving Tips
•

Create extra hours...get up early! If you get up one hour
earlier for a year, you’ll give yourself enough extra hours
to equal 10 work weeks.

•

If your supervisor asks you to do more tasks than you can
Use these tips to squeeze more time
finish in one day, be sure to ask which task is top priority. out of your day...
Then, finish that task first.

•

Keep in mind that most people tend to avoid difficult or boring tasks. Some of your
coworkers might try to shift their unpleasant tasks onto you. Be sure you know how to
say “no”!

•

Remember that each person has different amounts of energy at different times of day.
If you pay attention to your energy level for a few days, you’ll probably see a pattern.
Maybe you’ll find that your muscles are strongest in the morning, but you think better
in the afternoon. If possible, plan your day so that you work hardest during the
times when you have the most energy.
•

Having a good breakfast helps keep your brain “fed” throughout the
morning. DON’T SKIP BREAKFAST!

•

Eating a large lunch makes many people feel sleepy. If you feel like taking a
nap every afternoon, try eating a lighter lunch.

• Write down your goals. People who write down their plans are more likely
to achieve their goals.
•

Know what your skills are so that you can put them to the best use.

•

Look for ways to save time every day. Share the things that work for you with your
coworkers.

•

Wear an alarm wristwatch. Then, if you want to complete a task in 45 minutes, set the
alarm for 30 minutes and check your progress. Can you finish your task in 15 more
minutes?

•

Use commuting time to get things done. For example, when riding a
bus you could make a “to do” list for the next day or read an inservice
packet. Or, while driving a car, you could think of five good things you
got done that day or listen to a work-related cassette. (Ask your
supervisor if any instructional cassettes are available for borrowing.)

•

To save time when cleaning ink spots off your uniform, try wetting the ink spot with
water and then rubbing it with a little bit of rubbing alcohol. The ink should disappear!

•

To avoid boredom, try adjusting the order in which you complete tasks—if it doesn’t
interfere with client care and your supervisor is okay with it.

•

If you are stuck not knowing what to do, ask yourself, “What is the best use of my time
right now?” Answering this question can help you decide what your top priority is at
any particular time.

I N T HE KN OW
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More Time Saving Tips
•

Keep people’s sense of time in mind. People from different
cultures have different ideas about time. Most Americans are
“serious” about time. If we make an appointment for 2:00, we
show up at 2:00. But, in some cultures, time is approximate. A 2:00
appointment means around 2:00—maybe 1:45 or maybe 2:15.
Communicate and make sure you are speaking the same time
language.

•

Save half the time! Remember that there are certain tasks that can be done at the same
time, both at work and at home. For example, you might exercise and watch TV at the
same time, drive and listen to an instructional tape, or finish paperwork while waiting
for a meeting to start.

•

Don’t waste time regretting past failures. Learn from your mistakes and then
continuing moving forward. Hanging on to feelings like regret and guilt is a big waste of
time.

•

Keeping a To Do list every day is one of the secrets to getting more done. Most
successful people will tell you that they make a To Do list every day. If they don’t finish
everything on the list that day, they put the leftover tasks on the next day’s To Do lists.

•

When creating goals for yourself, make sure you have some way to measure your
progress. For example, saying, “I really want to get all my inservice hours done early this
year” isn’t really a goal. It’s just a wish. Instead, try saying, “I will complete two
inservice hours each month.” This gives you something specific
to reach for—and you can easily check yourself each month to
If you work in clients’
see if you have met your goal.

•

Make sure your goals give you some “action” to take. Look at this
goal: “I will be more of a team player at work.” It doesn’t tell you
how to meet that goal. Check out the same goal, written a
different way: “Every day at work, I will ask two coworkers if they
need help.” Now, you have a specific way to reach your goal of
becoming a better team player!

•

Keep in mind that teamwork can be a real timesaver. If you are a
home health aide, you may not be able to work along side
anyone. But, if you are able to work together with a coworker...
do it! For example, which do you think would get the task done
faster? Two people each making 5 beds? Or, two people making
10 beds together? Try it and see!

homes, try keeping a

checklist of the items you
need to keep in your
client care bag—such as
gloves, a stethoscope,
soap, etc. Use the
checklist when you refill
your bag and you’ll never
be without the supplies
you need.

•

Keep on learning new skills. The more you know, the more time you’ll be able to save
during your work day. (And, if you don’t know how to do something, be sure you let
your supervisor know. For example, you’ll waste a lot of time if you try to “guess” how
to operate an electric lift—and you might hurt your client too!)

•

Remember...if you don’t know where you are going, then any road will get you there.
Don’t forget to set goals for yourself!

Are You "In the Know" About Time Management?
Circle the best choice and then check your answers with your supervisor!
1.

TRUE

or

FALSE

Time management skills help you stay in control of your day.
2.

People who procrastinate:
A. Try to be perfect all the time.
B. Tend to have a negative attitude.
C. Put off unpleasant tasks.
D. Bounce from task to task.

3.

TRUE

or

FALSE

To save time, nursing assistants should never try to do perfect work.
4.

An example of an acceptable time-saving shortcut is:
A. Skipping a bath and just giving the client a quick wash up.
B. Saving on laundry by having the client wear the same clothes all week.
C. Saving time by cutting a client’s exercise time in half.
D. Having a family member walk with the client while you make up the bed.

5.

TRUE

or

FALSE

If someone’s time at work is only worth 10 cents a minute, then wasting 30 minutes a day is no big deal.
6.

Pick the goal that tells you what to do to achieve it:
A. I will be a better nursing assistant.
B. I will learn two new skills for my job in the next two months.
C. I will try not to be late for work.
D. I will get a better performance review this year.

7.

TRUE

or

FALSE

It is a waste of time to spend a few minutes every day writing down a To Do list.
8.

TRUE

or

FALSE

Time management skills can be used at work and in your personal life.

EMPLOYEE NAME__________________________________________________

DATE____________________________

I understand the information presented in this inservice. I have completed
this inservice and answered at least six of the test questions correctly.
Employee Signature_________________________________________________

Inservice Credit: 1 hour

Supervisor Signature________________________________________________
File competed test in employee’s personnel file.

Self Study
Group Study

_____
_____

